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A dozen glorious designs, based on the stylish, nature-inspired stained glass creations of Louis

Comfort Tiffany, add a touch of elegance to any reading material.
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Like most of the reviewers, I bought these bookmarks to qualify for free shipping. For $1.50 I got 12

pretty bookmarks. 12! That's a pretty sweet deal if you ask me. Sure, they are perforated but a

paper cutter or a ruler and scissors will fix that issue pretty quick. The bookmarks are printed on

card stock and will hold up better than the usual receipt or sticky note that I typically use. I plan to

purchase more for stocking gifts.

Flexible card board book marks, They are OK.and will obviously do the job. Not something I would

re-order unless I needed aninexpensive item to add to my order to avoid shipping charges!!

I love stained glass and so does the girl I gave this little book of bookmarks to. They are glossy with

beautiful bright colors and are all prints of historic pieces by Louis Comfort Tiffany.



These bookmarks are cute and small. They keep me from having to dog-ear pages. And although

these bookmarks are made of paper, the paper is relatively thick. Still, I chose to cover these with

lamination paper to make them even stronger. (A bit of an arts-and-crafts project but worth it.)

Here are even MORE bookmarks from the Dover series and these are very nice too. Like the

others, they are about 2"x6", printed on heavy coated stock, and neatly and easily separate from the

perforated pages. Each bookmark has what may be a watercolor painting that duplicates a section

of Tiffany stained glass and the artist may be Connie Clough Eaton, but unfortunately there is no

detail in the description.These are attractive and colorful bookmarks just like the others in the Dover

series. They'll make a nice little additional gift when you give a book to someone or even make a

nice, handy gift for yourself. I always have a book of these lying around the house so they are

always handy.

These bookmarks are small and come in a little booklet and you tear each out, one by one, each

bookmark. They are put out by Dover Publications which print out a lot of cheap publications that

basically get the job done. The same with these bookmarks. They are not fancy by any means but if

you are looking for something to hold your place in a book other than a scrap of paper, at least

these are charming.  carries these in many styles suitable for both women and gentlemen and I

believe children too. Please give them a try. This is great for home use but would not recommend

giving these as a gift. Well, maybe your Mom.

I ordered these for myself; mistaking them book markers that could be colored. Despite my mistake,

I'm keeping them as the colors are so vivid and beautiful that I can't possibly give them up. Anyone

who loves Tiffany glass would really appreciate these. The book they come in is smaller than I was

expecting (I need to start paying more attention to descriptions before ordering.) but is cute and the

book marks are all set on black shiny card stock pages that really help to make the colors pop. In

addition, the book marks themselves are standard size (approx.. 6 inches or so).Recommendations:

Great gift for any Louis Comfort Tiffany lover, lovely for readers, book lovers, can be gifted

individually (I'm thinking of using them as stocking stuffers) or along with a book.Pros: Beautiful,

colorful, creative, inspirational, sturdy card stock and vibrant vivid colors, decent price point as

well.Cons: I wish there were at least a few for coloring; I suppose I could trace some?

I really love stained glass, and read a lot so was looking for some pretty book marks. These



bookmarks looked much brighter on the website than in reality. Small bookmarks - I guess I should

have looked at the size measurements....I was expecting longer bookmarks.
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